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Thymidine analogue-associated mutations (TAMs) in reverse
transcriptase (RT) of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1
(HIV-1) cause resistance to 3�-azido-3�-deoxythymidine (AZT)
through excision of the incorporated monophosphate. Mutations
in the connection domain of HIV-1 RT can augment AZT resist-
ance. It has been suggested that these mutations compromise
RNaseH cleavage, providingmore time forAZTexcision to occur.
However, the underlying mechanism remains elusive. Here, we
focused on connection mutations N348I and A360V that are fre-
quently observed in clinical samples of treatment-experienced
patients. We show that both N348I and A360V, in combination
with TAMs, decrease the efficiency of RNase H cleavage and
increase excision of AZT in the presence of the pyrophosphate
donor ATP. The TAMs/N348I/A360V mutant accumulates tran-
siently formed, shorter hybrids that can rebind to RT before the
template is irreversibly degraded. These hybrids dissociate selec-
tively from the RNase H-competent complex, whereas binding in
the polymerase-competentmode is either not affectedwithN348I
or modestly improved with A360V. Both connection domain
mutations can compensate for TAM-mediated deficits in proces-
sive DNA synthesis, and experiments with RNase H negative
mutantenzymesconfirmanRNaseH-independentcontributionto
increased levels of resistance to AZT. Moreover, the combination
ofdiminishedRNaseHcleavageandincreasedprocessivity renders
the use of both PPi and ATP advantageous, whereas classic TAMs
solely enhance the ATP-dependent reaction. Taken together, our
findings demonstrate that distinct, complementary mechanisms
can contribute to higher levels of excision of AZT, which in turn
can amplify resistance to this drug.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)4 replicates
using a virally encoded reverse transcriptase (RT), which con-
tains a catalytically active large subunit (p66) and a smaller p66-
derived subunit (p51). The p66 subunit comprises the DNA
polymerase (residues 1–321), connection (residues 322–440),
and RNase H (residues 441–560) domains (1, 2). The RNase H
activity, which degrades the RNA of DNA�RNA hybrids, is
essentially required to convert the single-stranded viral RNA
genome into double-stranded proviral DNA (3).
Due to its key role in viral replication, HIV-1 RT represents a

major therapeutic target (4, 5). Approved RT inhibitors belong
to two distinct classes: nucleoside analogue and nonnucleoside
analogue RT inhibitors (NRTIs and NNRTIs, respectively).
NRTIs are synthetic derivatives of the natural deoxynucleo-
sides. The triphosphate forms of NRTIs and cellular dNTPs
serve as substrates for HIV-1 RT. In contrast to natural dNTPs,
NRTIs lack the 3�-hydroxyl group of the sugar moiety. The
incorporated monophosphate (MP) therefore acts as a chain
terminator, which prevents phosphodiester bond formation
with the next complementary nucleotide (6). NNRTIs are
structurally diverse, and members of this family of compounds
bind to a hydrophobic pocket (NNRTI-binding pocket) near
the polymerase active site to act as allosteric inhibitors by
blocking the chemical step (7, 8).
Despite the remarkable progress in the development of

potent antivirals, the development of drug resistance, which is
associated with viral rebound and treatment failure, remains a
problem in the management of HIV infection. Thus, genotypic
resistance testing has become an important tool in clinical deci-
sion making (9–11). However, since the majority of NRTI and
NNRTI resistance mutations are clustered around the poly-
merase active site and the adjacent NNRTI-binding pocket,
respectively (12–14), routine testing involves only the first
�300 residues of HIV-1 RT (15). This region includes polymer-
ase domain mutations M41L, D67N, K70R, L210W, T215F/Y,
and K219Q/E, which are referred to as thymidine analogue-
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associated mutations (TAMs). TAMs emerge under the selec-
tive pressure of 3�-azido-3�-deoxythymine (AZT), and 2�,3�-
didehydro-2�,3�-dideoxythymidine (d4T). Three or more
TAMs confer resistance to literally all available NRTIs, albeit to
different degrees (16–18). TAMs were shown to increase the
ability of RT to excise AZT-MP from the 3�-end of the primer,
which provides a major mechanism for resistance to this class
of antiretrovirals (19). The mutant enzyme recruits ATP, a PPi
donor that attacks the incorporated AZT-MP. Several studies
have shown that TAMs do not significantly increase AZT-MP
excision in the presence of PPi (19–21).
Recent findings have suggested that mutations in the C-ter-

minal connection and RNaseH domains of RT can significantly
amplify resistance to AZT (22–27). Most importantly, many of
these mutations, including mutations N348I, A360I/V, and
A371V, in the connection domain of HIV-1 RT were identified
in clinical samples of HIV-infected individuals. In addition,
A371V and Q509L in the RNase H domain emerge under the
selective pressure ofAZT in cell culture (28). The rareG333D/E
polymorphisms have been associated with dual resistance to
AZT and other NRTIs (29, 30), and few connection mutations,
including Y318F andN348I, have been linked to decreased sus-
ceptibility toNNRTIs (23, 26, 31).Mostmutations in the C-ter-
minal domains of HIV-1 RT increase resistance to AZT in con-
junction with classic TAMs.
Nikolenko et al. (32) postulated that AZT-mediated chain

termination might be permanent when the RT-associated
RNase H activity has completely degraded the template strand.
Conversely, AZT resistance could be enhanced by diminishing
RNase H cleavage, because the increase in the half-life of the
RNA template provides more time for excision to occur (32).
A recent study on N348I provided evidence to link diminished
RNase H cleavage and increased rates of excision (26). How-
ever, the underlying mechanism remains elusive. Additionally,
RNase H-independent contributions to resistance may not be
excluded, although increases in excision were exclusively
observed with DNA�RNA substrates and not with DNA�DNA
(26).
To address this problem, we have focused on the study of

connection domain mutations A360V and N348I. The com-
bined mutations were shown to cause marked increases in
resistance toAZT, predominantly when present against a back-
ground of TAMs (33). N348I was also shown to confer low level
resistance to AZT and NNRTIs in the absence of TAMs (26).
A360 is part of the RNase H primer grip motif that interacts
with the nucleic acid substrate (34), whereas most other resis-
tance-associated residues in the connection domain are not in
contact with the substrate. Here we show that N348I and
A360V compromise binding of transiently formed DNA�RNA
hybrids selectively in the context of RNase H-competent com-
plexes. Moreover, the mutant enzymes increase processive
DNA synthesis and retain their ability to augment excision of
AZT-MP against an RNase H-negative background in HIV-1
RT. Thus, connection domain mutations increase AZT resist-
ance through both RNase H-dependent and -independent
mechanisms.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Prevalence and Resistance Correlates of Connection Domain
Mutations—Amino acid substitutions in the connection
domain of HIV-1 RT potentially associated with exposure to
antiretroviral therapy were identified by determining the prev-
alence of substitutions in a total of 4208 individuals in British
Columbia, Canada. This included 1606 treatment-naive indi-
viduals at the time of genotypic testing. In addition, genotype
data from a further 2422 treatment-experienced individuals
was available.
Enzymes and Nucleic Acids—Heterodimeric HIV-1 RT (p66

and p51) were expressed and purified as previously described
(35). Mutant enzymes were generated through site-directed
mutagenesis with the Stratagene QuikChangeTM kit using the
manufacturer’s protocol. “WT RT” refers to the wild type
enzyme, and “TAMs” refers tomutants that contain the follow-
ing amino acid substitutions: M41L, D67N, L210W, and
T215Y. This cluster is associated with high levels of resistance
to AZT. TAMs/A360V contains in addition to these four
changes the A360V connection domain mutation. The same
nomenclature is applied to the othermutants used in this study:
TAMs/N348I and TAMs/A360V/N348I. TAMs/E478Q and
TAMs/A360V/N348I/E478Q are equivalent, RNase H-nega-
tive mutants (supplemental Fig. S1A). Nucleic acid substrates
used in this study were derived from the HIV-1 primer binding
site (PBS) region. RNA and DNA oligonucleotides used in this
study were chemically synthesized and obtained from Invitro-
gen (supplemental Fig. S1B).
The long RNA template PBS-250 was generated through in

vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase (36). Nucleic acid
substrates were 32P-radiolabeled essentially as described previ-
ously (37). Briefly, 5�-end labeling was performed with
[�-32P]ATP (PerkinElmer Life Sciences) and T4 polynucleotide
kinase (Fermentas). Reactions were allowed to proceed for 1 h
at 37 °C. Labeled DNA or RNA was purified on 12% polyacryl-
amide gels containing 50 mM Tris borate, pH 8.5, 1 mM EDTA,
and 7 M urea and then eluted overnight in a buffer containing
500 mM ammonium acetate and 0.1% SDS.
Multisite AZT-MP Excision and DNA Synthesis Assay—20

nM 5�-radiolabeled DNA primer PBS-28 (5�- CTTTCAGGTC-
CCTGTTCGGGCGCCACTG-3�) was annealed to a 3-fold
molar excess of complementary PBS-250 (as described above).
In order to form the DNA�RNA hybrid duplex, the nucleic acid
substrates were hybridized, in the presence of 50 mMNaCl and
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, by heating at 95 °C for 3 min followed
by a gradual decrease to room temperature for 45 min. The
hybridized DNA�RNA substrate was then incubated in a buffer
containing 50mMNaCl and Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 100 �M EDTA, 2
�M of each of the four dNTPs, 2 �M AZT-TP, and 400 nM RT
(WT or mutant). Pyrophosphatase-treated ATP was added at a
final concentration of 3.5 mM to each sample. 50 �M PPi was
added in PPi-mediated excision reactions. Incorporation and
excision of AZT-MP was initiated by the addition of 6 mM

MgCl2 at 37 °C. The reactionwas stopped at various time points
with 95% formamide containing trace amounts of xylene cyanol
and bromphenol blue. Samples were resolved on a 12% polyac-
rylamide denaturing gel and analyzed with a PhosphorImager
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(Amersham Biosciences) using Quantity One and ImageQuant
software.
Enzyme Processivity—The reaction mixture was prepared as

described above, without the addition of AZT-TP, ATP, or PPi.
To ensure single turnover conditions, DNA synthesis was initi-
ated in the presence of 2 mg/ml heparin (Bioshop) together
with 6 mM MgCl2. Reactions were stopped at different time
points. The amount of the full-length product (P), as well as the
amount of the remaining, nonextended substrate (S) wasmeas-
ured after 3 h. Also, the total substrate (TS) was quantified as
represented in the control reaction in the absence of MgCl2.
The fraction of competent complex was derived from the term
1 � S/TS). This represents the fraction of enzyme-substrate
complexes available for extension at equilibrium prior to initi-
ation. The fraction of “processive complex” (i.e. the complexes
that did not dissociate before the enzyme had reached the
5�-end of the template) was derived from the ratio P/TS. There-
fore, the term (P/TS)/(1 � S/TS) or P/TS � S defines enzyme
processivity, expressed as percentage of processive complex
(see Table 4).
RNase H Activity—The 5�-radiolabeled RNA template was

heat-annealed to a 2-fold molar excess of the complementary
DNA primer to form the DNA�RNA substrate, as described
above. 100 nM of the preformed substrate was incubated with
200 nM RT in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 50
mM NaCl, and 100 �M EDTA. The reaction was started with 6
mM MgCl2 at 37 °C. RNase H cleavage was monitored over
time, with reactions stopped and analyzed as described above.
Band Shift Experiments—50 nM 5�-radiolabeledDNAprimer

(3�-CACCGCGGGCTTGTCCCTGGA-5�) was annealed to a
2-fold molar excess of a complementary 52-nucleotide RNA
template (5�- GGAAAUCUCUAGCAGUGGCGCCCGAA-
CAGGGACCUGAAAGCGAAAGGGAAAC-3�). The hybrid
formed consists of a 21-bp double-stranded region with a
17-nucleotide-long overhang at the template 3�-end. As such, it
will be referred to as the “21-bp hybrid duplex.” The hybrid was
incubated with 100 nM WT RT and TAMs/A360V/N348I,
respectively, in a buffer containing 50 mM NaCl and 50 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 7.8. RNase H cleavage was initiated at 37 °C after
the addition of 6 mM MgCl2. Samples were loaded at various
time points on a 6%nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel and ana-
lyzed as described above.
Single Nucleotide Excision/Rescue Assay—A 5-fold molar

excess of RT (250 nM final concentration) was incubated with
the 12-bp duplex hybrid containing a purified primer chain-
terminated with AZT or d4T, as described (38). 3.5 mM pyro-
phosphatase-treated ATP, 10 �M dTTP, 10 �M dGTP, and 20
�M ddCTP were also added to monitor rescue of AZT-termi-
nated DNA synthesis. The combined excision of AZT-MP and
rescue of DNA synthesis was allowed to proceed at 37 °C over
time (up to 90 min). Excision products were separated by 12%
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The results were quantified
and plotted with Prism 4.0 software using the one-phase expo-
nential association formula.
Substrate Binding—The equilibrium dissociation constant

for polymerase-competent complexes (Kd(pol)) was measured
on the basis of published protocols (39, 40). Briefly, the amount
of product generated during a single turnover was quantified

and plotted versus DNA�RNA substrate concentrations. Data
points were fitted to the quadratic equation as described (35),
which provides Kd(pol) values for the active RT�DNA�RNA
binary complex. This analysis also determines the maximum
concentration of the binary complex that is competent for
nucleotide incorporation at saturating concentrations of
DNA�RNA substrate, which is equivalent to the concentration
of active enzyme. Initial experiments were therefore used to
determine the amount of enzyme that was required to generate
150 nM maximum product for wild type and mutants. Briefly,
the 5�-radiolabeled DNA primer (5� AGGTCCCTGT-
TCGGGCGCCAC-3�) was used to form either a 15-bp hybrid
duplex with the RNA template (5� ggaaaucucuagcaguggcgc-
ccgaacag-3�) or a 21-bp hybrid duplex with RNA template (5�-
ggaaaucucuagcaguggcgcccgaacagggacct-3�). The substrate was
incubated with RT in a buffer containing 50 mM NaCl, Tris-
HCl, pH 7.8, and 100 �M EDTA. The concentration of the sub-
strate ranged from 17 to 1000 nM, and the reactionwas initiated
by the addition of 6 mM MgCl2, 20 �M dTTP, and 2 mg/ml
heparin trap. Samples were incubated at 37 °C for 5 min and
analyzed as described above. A similar protocol was applied to
measure the equilibrium dissociation constant for RNase
H-competent complexes (Kd(RNase H)). In this case, we utilized
5�-end-labeled RNA templates and initiated the reaction in the
absence of nucleotide substrate. The data were quantified using
ImageQuant 5.2 and analyzed using Prism 4.0.

RESULTS

In Vivo Prevalence of A360V—The in vivo prevalence of
mutations in the connection domain of RT was studied in a
large cohort of individuals from British Columbia, Canada, as a
function of exposure to antiretroviral selection pressure. The
populations studied included both treatment-experienced (n�
2422) and treatment-naive (n� 1606) individuals. Several posi-
tions in the connection domain, in particularAsn348 andAla360,
showed large increases in prevalence of amino acid substitu-
tions in the treatment-experienced population (Table 1). Sub-
stitutions at codon 348 increased in prevalence from0.8% in the
untreated population to over 12.1% in the treatment-experi-
enced populations (26), whereas those at position 360 increased
in prevalence from 21.4% to over 28.8%, suggesting a significant
selective advantage. The increase in prevalence at codon 360

TABLE 1
Prevalence of mutations in the connection domain of RT in treated
and untreated individuals

RT codon Prevalence
(untreated)a

Prevalence
(treated)b

Increase in
prevalence

% % %
277 52.93 59.83 6.90
286 27.27 32.72 5.45
288 9.53 14.10 4.57
348 0.80 12.10 11.30
356 19.12 27.18 8.07
358 5.42 10.85 5.43
359 8.90 16.36 7.46
360 21.36 28.82 7.47
371 5.35 12.66 7.31
386 13.26 18.00 4.74

a The prevalence (in percentage) of amino acid substitutions in the HIV-1 RT from
treatment-naive individuals (n � 1606).

b Prevalence (percentage) of amino acid substitutions in the HIV-1 RT from
treatment-experienced individuals (n � 2422).
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was driven in part by a modest increase in the prevalence of a
common polymorphism A360T, but predominantly by an
increase in the A360V substitution. Like the N348I mutation,
A360V was observed in less than 1% of the untreated popula-
tion (n� 15 of 1606) and increased to 8.5% after treatment (n�

205 of 2422). Other mutations
(A360I and A360S) were observed
only rarely. Furthermore, A360V
was highly correlated with various
mutations considered to be part of
the TAMs cluster; for example, of
the samples with A360V, 35% were
associated with M41L, 21% with
D67N, 30% with K70R, 17% with
L210W, 42% with T215Y/F, and
17% with K219Q/E. In contrast, less
than 20%of sampleswith theA360T
hadTAMs.A360Vusually appeared
late in therapy, on average 2.5 years
after the onset of antiretroviral
treatment, and typically appeared
after TAMs selection. The A360V
mutation appeared in over 120
TAM contexts, but the most com-
mon TAM patterns in which it
appeared consisted of M41L/215Y
or M41L/L210W/T215Y.
Connection Domain Mutations

A360V and N348I Increase ATP-
mediated Excision on DNA�RNA
Substrates—The combination of
A360V and N348I, when present
against a background of TAMs was
shown to amplify resistance to AZT
but not to d4T (33). The crucial role
played by TAMs suggests that the
combination of TAMs and connec-
tion domain mutations further
increase efficiency of ATP-medi-
ated AZT-MP excision. To address
this question directly, wemonitored
DNA synthesis in the presence of
AZT-TP and ATP on a relatively
long RNA template that allows
polymerization of 185 nucleotides.
The reaction covers incorporation
and excision of AZT-MP as well as
the ensuing rescues of DNA synthe-
sis. The data show that enzymes
containing TAMs/A360V and
TAMs/N348I, respectively, in-
creased full-length product forma-
tion when compared with TAMs
(Fig. 1). The efficiency of rescue of
DNA synthesis follows the order
WT RT � TAMs � TAMs/
A360V � TAMs/N348I �
TAMs/A360V/N348I.

A360V and N348I Reduce RNase H Activity andMediate the
Accumulation of Truncated Substrates—N348I-containing
mutant enzymes were shown to reduce RNase H activity (26,
33). Here, time course experiments were employed to compare
RNase H cleavage efficiencies in the context of each of the

FIGURE 1. ATP-mediated excision of AZT-MP and rescue of DNA synthesis on a DNA�RNA substrate. The
long DNA�RNA (PBS-28/PBS-250) substrate was employed to assess DNA synthesis rescue over time in the
presence of AZT-MP and ATP for each of the RT enzymes (WT, TAMs, TAMs/A360V, TAMs/N348I, and TAMs/
A360V/N348I, respectively). The lowest band is the radiolabeled DNA primer, and the highest band is the
full-length DNA product. The bracket highlights, as an example, sites of AZT-MP incorporation where DNA
synthesis is abrogated. The disappearance of these bands is representative of AZT-MP excision and correlates
with increased final DNA product formation. The negative, �ATP control lane shows polymerization in the
absence of ATP-mediated DNA synthesis rescue. Of note, the amount of product generated with the various
enzymes is identical under these conditions.

FIGURE 2. RNase H-mediated RNA template degradation. A, the 22-bp hybrid duplex consists of the DNA primer
and the RNA template radiolabeled at the 5�-end (indicated by an asterisk). B, the DNA�RNA substrate was incubated
with the RT enzyme (WT, TAMs, TAMs/A360V, TAMs/N348I, and TAMs/A360V/N348I, respectively). RNase H cleavage
was initiated by the addition of MgCl2 at 37 °C and was stopped at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 20 min (indicated by 1–7). The
negative, �MgCl2 control shows the RNA template of the full-length 22-bp hybrid prior to RNase H cleavage. The
polymerase-dependent cleavage product at position �18 is rapidly degraded due to high concentrations of RT and
is therefore seen only as a faint band in the beginning of the reaction. The accumulating lower bands (cuts �12 to
�6) represent the polymerase-independent cleavage products.
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mutant enzymes described above. Reactions were monitored
on a 5�-end-labeled RNA template (Fig. 2A). Deficits in RNase
H activity are seen here in both delayed degradation of the full-
length substrate and diminished formation of the shorter frag-
ment. This finding suggests that connection mutations affect
primaryRNaseHcuts aswell as secondary cuts that occurwhen
the RT enzyme moves in the 3� to 5� direction of the template
(41–44). The shortest fragment (i.e. the cut at position �6) is
only seen with WT RT and to a lesser degree with TAMs (Fig.
2B). Overall, the efficiency of RNase H cleavage follows the

order WT RT � TAMs � TAMs/
A360V � TAMs/N348I � TAMs/
A360V/N348I, which correlates
inversely with the respective effi-
ciencies of excision.
Accumulation of Transiently

Formed DNA�RNA Hybrids—As a
consequence of the diminished
RNase H activity with A360V and
N348I, medium sized fragments
(e.g. fragments with RNase H cuts at
positions �12, �9, and �8) accu-
mulate when compared with WT
RT that ultimately produces the �6
product (Fig. 2B). We then wanted
to determine whether the shorter
RNA fragments can form stable
DNA�RNA hybrids that serve as
substrates for the excision reaction.
Preformed RT complexes with a
21-bp DNA�RNA hybrid duplex
were incubated withMg2� at differ-
ent time points tomonitor the effect
of RNaseH cleavage on product for-
mation under nondenaturing con-
ditions (Fig. 3). In this experiment,
we compared WT RT with TAMs/
A360V/N348I that showed a severe
reduction in RNase H cleavage. Our
results show an accumulation of
transiently formed hybrids with the
mutant enzyme (Fig. 3A). The cor-
responding band co-migrates with
an 11-bp DNA�RNA duplex that
was derived from the original 21-bp
substrate (Fig. 3B). These data show
that the mutant enzyme produces
shorter hybrids that dissociate from
the complex and accumulate in a
short window of time. In contrast,
such transiently formed hybrids are
hardly seen with WT RT. In this
case, RNase H cleavage appears to
force the release of the primer at
early time points, and the primer
does not rebind to the enzyme
under these conditions. The release
of the primer is less efficient with

the mutant enzyme, which provides experimental evidence for
the hypothesis that connection domainmutations can delay the
irreversible degradation of the DNA�RNA substrate (33).
This experiment also suggests that transiently formed

hybrids dissociate from the RT complex before the template is
completely degraded. However, themutant shows an increased
rate of excision, which requires rebinding of the shorter sub-
strates. Excision can only occurwhen the 3�-end of the primer is
located at the polymerase active site. In this conformation, the
RNaseHdomainmay only cleave the substratewhen the hybrid

FIGURE 3. Accumulation of transiently formed hybrids with the TAMs RT containing connection domain
mutations A360V and N348I. A, DNA�RNA�RT binary complex formation was monitored in a time course. Lane
1, control radiolabeled DNA primer alone. The full-length 21-bp hybrid duplex and the truncated 11-bp hybrid
duplex are shown in lanes 2 and 3, respectively. A control for complex formation was resolved in the absence of
MgCl2 in lane 4. *, the full-length hybrid present with the mutant RT. **, the accumulation of the transiently
formed hybrid with the TAMs/A360V/N348I RT. B, the oligonucleotide sequences for the 21-bp and 11-bp
hybrid duplexes are depicted. C, when the polymerase active site (white cylinder) is occupied by the 3�-end of
the DNA primer, the RNase H active site (arrow) is positioned �18 bp upstream. The first 10 nucleotides are in
contact with the polymerase region (gray oval), whereas some nucleic acid interactions are made through the
RNase H primer grip (darker oval). This conformation is referred to as polymerase-competent. When the poly-
merase active site is no longer occupied by the 3�-end of the primer and contacts with the polymerase site are
minimized, most substrate enzyme interactions occur through the RNase H primer grip. This conformation is
referred to as RNase H-competent. As a consequence, residues of the RNase H primer grip (e.g. Ala360) interact
with single- or double-stranded regions of the substrate, depending on the conformation of the complex.
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region contains at least 18 or 19 base pairs, which defines the
distance between polymerase and RNase H active sites (Fig. 3C,
top) (34, 42, 44, 45). Shorter templates are not in contact with
the RNase H domain. Thus, RNase H cleavage must occur in a
different conformation, in which the polymerase active site has

released the 3�-end of the primer (Fig. 3C, bottom). We there-
fore need to distinguish between polymerase- (or excision)-
competent complexes and RNase H-competent complexes,
respectively. These complexes are structurally distinct, and
connection domain mutations may influence structure and
function of RT depending on the particular conformation.
To analyze whether the shorter hybrids can serve as sub-

strates for AZT-MP excision and rescue of DNA synthesis, we
utilized an AZT-terminated primer that was hybridized with a
short RNA fragment to form a 12-bp hybrid duplex (Fig. 4A).
The efficiency of excision showed the following order in a time
course: WT RT � TAMs � TAMs/A360V/N348I (Fig. 4B).
Thus, connection domain mutations facilitate excision of
AZT-MP on short DNA�RNA substrates. DNA�RNA hybrids
with a duplex region that is shorter than 8 bp are not used for
the combined excision/rescue reaction (supplemental Fig. S2).
When the next complementary nucleotide occupies the

active site of RT in the presence of a chain-terminated primer, a
dead end complex is formed, and excision is no longer possible
(19, 46). D4T-MP was shown to be sensitive to dead end com-
plex formation, whereas AZT-MP compromises binding of the
next nucleotide (47). The same result was obtained with the
short hybrid substrate, which helps to explain why connection
domain mutations N348I and A360V do not amplify resistance
to d4T (33) (supplemental Fig. S3).
The Effect of Connection Domain Mutations on Substrate

Binding—To determine the effects of connection domain
mutations on substrate binding, we measured the equilibrium
dissociation constant (Kd) in the context of both polymerase-
and RNase H-competent complexes.
A recent study has shown that the connection domainmuta-

tion G333D can increase substrate binding under steady-state
conditions (29). Our experiments were performed under single
turnover conditions to avoid multiple dissociation and reasso-
ciation events that complicate the interpretation of the data.
We initially determined the minimum length of a DNA�RNA

substrate that allowedus tomeasure
Kd values under single turnover
conditions and found that RNase H
activity could not be reliably quanti-
fied when the duplex region is
shorter than 16 base pairs (supple-
mental Fig. S4). To determine the
equilibrium dissociation constant of
the RNase H- competent complex
(Kd(RNase H)),wemonitored RNaseH
activity for each of the aforemen-
tioned mutant enzymes on the
16-bp hybrid substrate (Fig. 5). Sub-
strate binding appears to be slightly
compromised (�2-fold)withTAMs
(Kd(RNase H) of 188.1) when com-
pared withWTRT, which showed a
Kd(RNase H) value of 104 nM (Table
2). This effect is much more pro-
nounced in the presence of con-
nection mutations. TAMs/A360V
showed a moderate 3.6-fold

FIGURE 4. Single-site AZT-MP excision and rescue of DNA synthesis. A, a
single-site AZT-MP excision assay was performed on the 12-bp hybrid duplex,
which was pre-chain-terminated with AZT (indicated by Z at the 3�-terminus
of the DNA primer). ATP-mediated excision is followed by DNA synthesis res-
cue by the addition of the next complementary nucleotide. ddCTP is added to
prevent multisite incorporation. B, the gel-based excision assay was quanti-
fied, and the amount of ATP-mediated rescue product was plotted with
respect to time with WT RT (�), TAMs RT (E), and TAMs/A360V/N348I RT (�).
The plot is the average of three separate experiments with minimum R2 value
of 0.98.

FIGURE 5. Affinity of RT enzyme for the DNA�RNA substrate in the RNase H-competent complex. A, the
16-bp hybrid duplex consists of the DNA primer and the truncated RNA template radiolabeled at the 5�-end
(indicated by an asterisk). B, RNA degradation was monitored on a polyacrylamide denaturing gel, where the
upper band is the nondegraded RNA template, and the lower band is the cleaved RNA product (�12). The 16-bp
hybrid duplex concentration gradient is indicated by 1– 8, representing 59, 88, 103, 197, 296, 444, 666, and 1000
nM hybrid duplex, respectively. Quantification of production formation allows for the calculation of Kd(RNase H)
values (refer to Table 2).
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increase in Kd values, TAMs/N348I showed an 8.8-fold
increase, and RNase H activity is hardly detectable when
both mutations were combined with TAMs.
A similar pattern is seenwith a longer substrate that contains

the 22-bp hybrid duplex region. However, substrate binding is
generally increased when compared with the shorter 16-bp
hybrid. Together, the data show that the loss of contacts with
the polymerase domain cause severe reductions (5–10-fold) in
substrate binding, and this effect is enhanced with the connec-
tion domain mutations.

These results raise the question of whether connection
domainmutations may likewise affect binding in the context of
polymerase- or excision-competent complexes. Diminished
binding would compromise nucleotide incorporation and its
excision, which is counterintuitive given the role of thesemuta-
tions in AZT resistance. Excision of AZT-MP is generally inef-
ficient and therefore difficult to measure under single turnover
conditions. Thus, we made use of nucleotide incorporation
events as a read-out to study binding in the polymerase/exci-
sion-competent complex. We utilized a 15-bp hybrid substrate
that becomes extended to a 16-bp hybrid following nucleotide
incorporation.WTandmutant RT enzymes showKd(pol) values
in a close range between 10 and 25 nM (Table 3). TAMs con-
taining RT show a 2-fold increase in Kd(pol) when compared
with WT RT. A360V appears to compensate for this deficit,
whereas N348I shows no significant effect on substrate binding
in this context. Kd(pol) values are at least an order of magnitude
lower than Kd(RNase H) values, which confirms that the loss of
contacts with the polymerase domain diminishes substrate
binding in the RNase H-competent binding mode. Connection
domain mutations appear to amplify these effects and cause
substrate dissociation selectively from the RNase H-competent
conformation.
Effect of N348I and A360V onHIV-1 RT Processivity—Differ-

ences in substrate binding in polymerase-competent com-
plexes are generally low, althoughA360V appears to correct for
themodest deficiency of TAMs. Such subtle differences in sub-
strate binding, measured at a single primer-template position,
may translate to differences in processive DNA synthesis that is
monitored over multiple positions. To address this question,
we compared DNA synthesis with the long RNA template
under single turnover conditions in the absence of inhibitors.
TAMs showed reduced full-length product formation under

these conditions when compared
with WT RT (Fig. 6). Processive
DNA synthesis is then increased in
the following order: TAMs/
A360V � TAMs/N348I � TAMs/
A360V/N348I. The latter mutant
enzyme shows even higher levels of
full-length product formation as
compared with WT RT. Some paus-
ing sites that occur toward the end of
the template are more pronounced,
with enzymes containing connection
domain mutations. This observation
shows that these enzymes produce
more intermediate product; however,
the complexes are likewise vulnerable
to dissociation. To provide ameasure
for processive DNA synthesis, we
have focused on the final product and
compared the fraction of competent
complexes between the different
enzymes that have reached the end of
the template (Table 4).
Thus, the subtle increases in sub-

strate binding in the polymerase-

FIGURE 6. The effect of connection domain mutations on processive DNA synthesis. The long DNA�RNA
substrate was incubated with each of the RT enzymes, and DNA elongation was initiated with the simultaneous
addition of MgCl2 and the heparin trap. Product formation was monitored over a time period ranging from 0 to
3 h, where the lower band is the primer and the highest band is the full-length product. Pausing sites are
indicated by asterisks.

TABLE 2
RNase H-based Kd values

RT enzyme
16-bp hybrid duplex 22-bp hybrid duplex
Kd(RNase H) FCa Kd(RNase H) FC

nM -fold nM -fold
WT 104 � 16.7 18.8 � 7.30
TAMs 188 � 84.4 1.81 43.9 � 15.3 2.34
TAMs/A360V 369 � 137 3.54 63.1 � 49.9 3.36
TAMs/N348I 919 � 13.0 8.84 83.6 � 38.9 4.45
TAMs/A360V/N348I �1000   128 � 94.7 6.81

a FC, -fold change inKd(RNase H) value of eachmutant RTwas compared with that of
WT RT.

TABLE 3
Polymerase-based Kd values

RT enzyme
15-bp hybrid duplex
Kd(pol) FCa

nM -fold
WT 12.8 � 2.38
TAMs 22.7 � 3.31 1.77
TAMs/A360V 10.5 � 1.87 0.820
TAMs/N348I 21.7 � 1.05 1.69
TAMs/A360V/N348I 11.2 � 3.29 0.875

a FC, -fold change inKd(pol) value of eachmutant RTwas compared with that ofWT
RT.
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competent mode translate into increases in processive DNA
synthesis with A360V-containing enzymes. Unexpectedly,
N348I-containing enzymes can likewise increase processive
DNA synthesis, although these enzymes do not appear to
increase nucleic acid binding in this context.
N348I Increases PPi-mediated Excision of AZT-MP—At this

point, our data show that both factors (i) reduced RNase H
activity and (ii) increased processivity correlate with increases
in ATP-dependent excision of AZT-MP and rescue of DNA
synthesis when TAMs and connection domain mutations are
combined. Reductions in RNase H cleavage and increases in
processive DNA synthesis affect the excision reaction indi-
rectly. Diminished RNase H activity provides more time for
excision to occur, and increases in processive DNA synthesis
can compensate for the low rates associated with this reaction.
Thus, increases in excision and rescue ofDNA synthesismay be
seen independently of the nature of the PPi donor. To test this
hypothesis, we studied the effects of the various mutant
enzymes on PPi-mediated excision ofAZT-MP and the ensuing
rescue of DNA synthesis. PPi was used at physiologically rele-
vant concentrations of 50 �M PPi (Fig. 7). The RT enzymes
containing TAMs alone or TAMs/A360V did not show signif-

icant differences in full-length product formation. However,
marked increases in AZT-MP excision and rescue of DNA syn-
thesis with TAMs/N348I and TAMs/A360V/N348I were
observed. To test whether these effects can be seen independ-
ently of TAMs, which do not appear to improve binding and
usage of PPi (21), we conducted the same experiment with the
single mutations A360V and N348I, respectively. Our data
show that the N348I mutant confers increases in PPi-mediated
rescue of AZT-terminated DNA synthesis when compared
with WT RT and TAMs (supplemental Fig. S5). The effects of
A360V are by far not as pronounced as seen with N348I.
Connection Domain Mutations Can Increase AZT-MP Exci-

sion Independently of RNase H Activity—Finally, we studied
whether increases in processive DNA synthesis may be suffi-
cient to increase levels of rescue of DNA synthesis. To address
this, we introduced the RNaseH-negative E478Qmutation (48)
against a background of TAMs and TAMs/A360V/N348I. The
latter shows the strongest effects with regard to increases in
processive DNA synthesis, increases in AZT-MP excision, and
decreases in RNase H activity. When comparing TAMs with
TAMs/E478Q, we observed increases in ATP-dependent
rescue of AZT-terminated DNA synthesis (Fig. 8). We
obtained essentially the same results with PPi as the sub-
strate for excision (supplemental Fig. S6). Also, the same
effect is seen when comparing TAMs/A360V/N348I with
TAMs/A360V/N348I/E478Q, which shows that the loss of
RNase H activity enhances the rescue reaction. In addition,
the comparison of TAMs/A360V/N348I/E478Q with
TAMs/E478Q points to a strong RNase H-independent
component. Formation of the full-length product is much
higher with TAMs/A360V/N348I/E478Q, which shows that
the contribution to increases in rescue of DNA synthesis is in

part RNase H-independent.

DISCUSSION

Connection domain mutations
N348I and A360V in HIV-1 RT can
contribute to increases in AZT
resistance. Both mutations have
been identified in clinical samples of
treatment-experienced individuals
(24–26, 33). Clinical data obtained
from Canadian (26) (this study) and
Brazilian cohorts (25) suggest that
N348I can appear early in therapy,
independently of preselected
TAMs, whereas A360V appears late
following the emergence of TAMs. It
has been proposed that connection
domain mutations exert their effects
on excision indirectly through alter-
ations inRNaseHcleavage (26, 28, 32,
33). Here we asked how the two con-
nection domain mutations can affect
RNase H cleavage and whether such
changes are necessary and sufficient
tocausean increase inphosphorolytic
excision of AZT-MP. Our biochemi-

FIGURE 7. PPi-mediated multisite excision of AZT-MP on the DNA�RNA nucleic acid substrate. DNA syn-
thesis rescue was monitored over time in the presence of AZT and PPi for each of the RT enzymes (WT, TAMs,
TAMs/A360V, TAMs/N348I, and TAMs/A360V/N348I, respectively) up to 3 h at 37 °C (time points indicated).
Product formation was visualized on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, where the lowest band is the radiola-
beled DNA primer and the highest band is the full-length DNA product. The negative PPi control lane shows
polymerization in the absence of PPi-mediated DNA synthesis rescue.

TABLE 4
Processivity values

Enzyme Processive complexa

%
WT 2.77
TAMs 2.09
TAMs/A360V 3.00
TAMs/N348I 5.36
TAMs/A360V/N348I 6.36

a Enzyme processivity is expressed as “percentage of processive complex” as
described under “Experimental Procedures.”
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cal studies provide strong evidence for amechanism that involves
both RNase H-dependent and -independent contributions to
increases inAZT-MP excision and, in turn, resistance to this drug
(Fig. 9).
Effects of Connection DomainMutations on RNase H-compe-

tent Complexes—Band shift experiments under nondenaturing
conditions demonstrate that RNase H cleavage will ultimately
cause the release of the primer from complexes with WT RT
that progressively degrade the template strand. The TAMs/
A360V/N348I mutant that is severely compromised in RNase
H activity delays the release of the primer. These findings sup-
port the notion that RNase H cleavage can limit the available
time for excision to occur, and mutant enzymes with dimin-
ished RNase H activity confer an advantage in this regard (32).
Transiently formed hybrids becomedetectablewith themutant
enzyme, suggesting that the release of the primer is a two-step
process that follows dissociation of shorter DNA�RNA hybrids
(Fig. 9, steps 1 and 2). Binding studies reveal that TAMs and the
two connection domain mutations reduce binding of
DNA�RNA substrates when binding is monitored through
RNase H cleavage. This effect is amplified as the nucleic acid
substrates get shorter, which helps to explain why transiently
formed hybrids become detectable with the TAMs/A360V/
N348I mutant.
Substrate binding follows the order WT RT � TAMs �

TAMs/A360V�TAMs/N348I�TAMs/A360V/N348I, which
correlates directly with RNaseH activitymeasurements in time
course experiments. Thus, diminished RNase H cleavage,

including both primary and second-
ary cuts, is caused by diminished
substrate binding in RNase H-com-
petent complexes (Fig. 9, step 1).
Effects of Connection Domain

Mutations on Polymerase-compe-
tent Complexes—Recent studies
have shown that excision can only
occur in a pretranslocated complex,
whereas nucleotide incorporation
can only occur in a post-translo-
cated complex (49–53). Both con-
figurations exist in a dynamic equi-
librium (37, 50, 53–56). TAMs show
a subtle bias toward pretransloca-
tion; however, the two connection
domain mutations do not appear to
influence this equilibrium (data not
shown). Hence, the efficiency of
substrate binding in polymerase-
and excision-competent complexes
can be assayed through nucleo-
tide incorporation events. This
approach revealed that substrate
binding is significantly enhanced in
this conformation and that the
mutational background appears to
be of minor importance in this
regard. Kd(pol) values for polymer-
ase-competent complexes range

between 10 and 25 nM, whereas Kd(RNase H) values for RNase
H-competent complexes range between 100 and �1000 nM.
Most contacts between RT and its nucleic acid substrate are
located in close proximity to the polymerase active site, the
template 5�-overhang, and the first 10 bp of the nucleic acid
substrate (1, 12, 57). These interactions are lost as the substrate
shortens due to RNA template cleavage in the RNase H-com-
petent binding mode. Binding of transiently formed substrates
is therefore inferior in this configuration, and the connection
domain mutations amplify this effect.
The TAM-containing mutant shows small, 2-fold decreases

in substrate binding in both polymerase- and RNase H-compe-
tent binding modes relative toWT. In contrast, the connection
domain mutations promote dissociation selectively in the
RNase H-competent mode. Binding in the polymerase-compe-
tent mode is either not further affected with enzymes contain-
ing N348I or modestly enhanced with enzymes containing
A360V. A360V appears to compensate for the deficit intro-
duced by TAMs, which helps to explain why this mutation is
generally detected late following the emergence of classic
TAMs (Fig. 9, step 3).
Structural Interpretation—The aforementioned results raise

the question of how the two connection mutations N348I and
A360V affect specifically the RNase H-competent complex.
Crystal structures of RT with DNA�DNA (12) or DNA�RNA
(34) substrates show residue Asn348 in close proximity to but
not in contact with the primer between positions �3 and �5.
Thus, the N348I mutation in p66 may affect substrate binding

FIGURE 8. RNase H-independent ATP-mediated AZT-MP excision on the DNA�RNA substrate. DNA synthe-
sis and ATP-mediated AZT-MP excision were monitored with enzymes containing the E478Q mutation (TAMs,
TAMs/E478Q, TAMs/A360V/N348I, and TAMs/A360V/N348I/E478Q, respectively). Product formation was visu-
alized on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, where the lowest band is the radiolabeled DNA primer and the
highest band is the full-length DNA product.
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indirectly (23). Long range effects on RNase H cleavage are plau-
sible, given thatNNRTIswere also shown to affect RNaseH activ-
ity (58, 59).However, the selectivediminution in substrate binding
in RNase H-competent complexes suggests a possible role for
N348I in p51, which is found within 16 Å between positions �15
and �16 of the primer.

Ala360 in p66 is 5 Å away from positions �12 and �13 of the
DNA primer. The bulkier side chain of A360V may therefore
influence the proper positioning of the primer to the RNase H
active site. Such steric problems may specifically affect the
RNase H-competent complex, because the natural residue is
part of the RNase H primer grip that helps position the sub-
strate at the RNase H active site. Moreover, the loss of impor-
tant contacts through the polymerase domain has already
destabilized the RNase H-competent complex with shorter
substrates. In contrast, interactions with the polymerase
domain may neutralize any unfavorable contacts with the con-
nection domain in the context of a polymerase-dependent
complex. Subtle increases in substrate bindingwithA360Vmay
be attributable to additional contactswith the longer side chain.

Such effects may also depend on the nature of the nucleic acid
substrate, which helps to explain why connection domain
mutations do not appear to increase excision on DNA�DNA
(26). Crystallographic data are required to address these
hypotheses.
Consequences for Excision of AZT-MP—The selective disso-

ciation from RNase H-competent complexes provides a plausi-
ble mechanism that links a reduction in RNase H activity to
increases in the efficiency of AZT-MP excision. The deficit in
RNase H cleavage associated with TAMs appears insignificant
and is presumably neutralized by deficits in binding to the po-
lymerase-competent mode. If the diminished RNase H activity
were to play a role in increases in excision, one would expect to
detect higher levels of excision independently of the nature of the
PPi donor. Accordingly, in contrast to TAMs, which only show
increased excision when ATP is the PPi donor, the addition of
A360Vand/orN348I against a backgroundofTAMs increases the
efficiency of AZT-MP excision with both PPi and ATP.

The ability to recruit PPi is potentially relevant in biological
settings, given that rates of PPi-mediated excision are much
higher than rates of ATP-dependent reactions (60). N348I
shows the strongest effects in this regard. This is seen in the
presence and absence of TAMs, which helps to explain why
N348I often emerges early after initiation of therapy before the
selection of classic TAMs.
RNase H-independent Contribution to Excision—Despite the

mechanistic link between diminished RNase H cleavage and
increases in excision, our results point to an additional, RNase
H-independent contribution to AZT resistance by N348I and
A360V. The TAMs/A360V/N348Imutant is still more efficient
in AZT-MP excision and rescue of DNA synthesis as compared
with TAMs when both enzymes contain the RNase H-negative
E478Q mutation. Increases in processive DNA synthesis asso-
ciated with TAMs/A360V and TAMs/N348I appear to account
for this effect (Fig. 9, step 4). Themoderate increases in binding
in the polymerase-competent mode with A360V provide a
plausible mechanism that can translate into both increases in
excision and the ensuing rescue reaction. In contrast, N348I
does not appear to exert its effects through differences in
nucleic acid binding. It is therefore conceivable that this muta-
tion can also affect the structure around the polymerase active
site and, in turn, nucleotide binding and/or excision.
Collectively, our data show that connection domain muta-

tions increase efficiency of AZT-MP excision through both
RNase H-dependent and -independent mechanisms. Both the
selective dissociation fromRNaseH-competent complexes and
increases in processive DNA synthesis have been identified as
important parameters in this regard. The distinct, complemen-
tary mechanisms can potentially synergize and contribute to
higher levels of excision of AZT, which can amplify resistance
to this drug and compensate for deficiencies in viral fitness.
These findings warrant clinical studies that assess potential
beneficial effects in the management of HIV infection when
including these mutations in routine genotypic testing.
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FIGURE 9. Proposed mechanisms for contributions of A360V and N348I to
increases in excision and rescue of AZT-terminated DNA synthesis. RT
enzyme is depicted as the oval shape containing the RNase H domain (arrow)
and polymerase domain (white cylinder). The nucleic acid substrate consists of
the RNA template (dark gray cylinder) and DNA primer (light gray cylinder) with
the AZT chain terminator at the 3� terminus (black cylinder). In step 1, muta-
tions N348I, A360V, and TAMs promote the dissociation of the RNase H-com-
petent complex (DNA�RNA�RT(RNase H)) from the nucleic acid substrate. If the
double-stranded region of the nucleic acid substrate is less than 8 bp, the
DNA�RNA substrate dissociates, and no excision can occur (step 2). Once dis-
sociated, the enzyme can reassociate with the substrate and form a polymer-
ase-competent complex (DNA�RNA�RT(pol)) (step 3). TAMs RT shows a deficit in
binding the substrate in this mode, whereas TAMs/A360V facilitates binding.
Step 4 represents enzyme processivity and AZT-MP excision (see
“Discussion”).
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